[Appraisal of meta-analysis manuscripts on eye diseases published in Chinese journals with QUOROM statement and MOOSE guidelines].
To assess the standardization of meta-analyses reports on eye diseases published in Chinese journals in recent ten years. Meta-analyses manuscripts on eye diseases published in Chinese-language journals from January 2000 to September 2010 were retrieved through the following databases: Wanfang Data, VIP Information, CNKI and Chinese Bio-medicine Database, along with manual database search. The manuscripts translated from foreign-language meta-analyses reports or repetitive publications were excluded. All enrolled manuscripts were then analyzed item by item according to the checklist of QUOROM statement and MOOSE guidelines. 50 manuscripts were finally enrolled into the present quality appraisal study, including 32 meta-analyses manuscripts of randomized control trail (RCT) studies and the other 18 meta-analyses manuscripts of observational studies. Out of the 32 manuscripts evaluated with QUOROM statement, only 8 (25.0%) manuscripts included flow chat describing the process of selection, 18 (56.3%) manuscripts included sensitivity analyses and 9 (28.1%) included bias evaluation part. Out of the 18 manuscripts evaluated with MOOSE guidelines, only 6 (33.3%) included comprehensive relative literatures search strategy, 4 (22.2%) included sensitivity analyses and 8 (44.4%) included bias evaluation section. The standardization of meta-analyses reports on eye diseases published in Chinese journals needs to be improved.